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THE OWNERa note from

At Versatile we’ve built entry doors for grand commercial projects, such 

as the University of Portland’s Dundon-Berchtold Hall and the Woodlark House of Welcome, and we pay the 

same care and attention to our beloved residential projects as well. We start the process with defining the style 

of the building—classic, historic, or modern—and develop a design that suits the architecture while meeting 

the needs of the client. Whether we are creating a suite of historic interior panel doors for the Harlow Hotel, a 

sleek and oversized pivot door for an entry to a hilltop home, or a restoration of a 140-year-old Italianate door 

pair, Versatile is uniquely qualified to bring your vision to life.

I have always believed in the “win together” approach to these challenges. A talented team of designers, 

carpenters, and crew members are dedicated to creating products that are beautiful, functional, thoughtfully 

executed, and durable. We know that door choices abound. Truly custom entryway systems fill an important 

niche, and we are dedicated to being the very best. We have our clients to thank for making us a part of these 

important projects. We know that door choices abound. Truly custom entryway systems fill an important 

niche, and we are dedicated to being the very best. We have our clients to thank for making us a part of these 

important projects.

Richard De Wolf, Owner
richard@versatilewp.com
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WHY VERSATILE

Best practice construction for doors depends on quality 
materials and methods.  Whether you face long rainy seasons like we do in Portland, 

or the extreme temperatures experienced in Bend, using high quality, solid wood plays a large role in the 

longevity of your door. Many commercially manufactured doors are made up of many small pieces of wood 

joined together. A veneer is then added to the exterior to give it the look of a solid piece of wood. At Versatile 

Wood Products, each piece of wood is hand-selected and thoughtfully designed so our doors can be made 

without a veneer, including using triple-laminated construction when called for. Understanding how to 

address the needs of your entryway is part of the Versatile advantage.

At Versatile, it’s about more 
than just a door, a window, or a 
cabinet; it's ingenuity, winning 
together and building to last.”
- RICHARD DE WOLF, Owner

“
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Historic
Versatile’s mission is to provide historic 

wood products of exceptional quality. Our 

experienced team specializes in balancing 

period-appropriate architectural design 

specifications with modern performance 

standards, combining historic techniques 

and modern technologies to meet your 

design and budget goals. Whether 

you wish to restore existing doors or 

build a new entryway system with 

flawless historic styling, Versatile  

will be your guide in achieving the quality 

that is a hallmark of our historic buildings.

Modern
Modern design deserves the same 

craftsmanship and attention to 

detail that our historic and classic 

doors receive. The same solid wood 

construction and care is applied to 

everything we make, and our product 

design team has the knowledge and 

expertise to create the modern door 

of your dreams. Sleek styling, large 

sizes, performance hardware, unusual 

species—whatever design elements you 

wish to incorporate, Versatile makes 

modern concepts into the historic 

spaces of tomorrow.

Classic
From Main Street storefronts to vintage 

homes, classic architectural styling at the 

entryway will set the tone for the building. 

Elegant panels and moldings pair with 

clean glass and traditional hardware that 

lend a distinct style that can’t be replicated 

with big-box doors. Understanding the 

larger context of the doors in the entryway 

system means that we can intelligently 

design accompanying transom and 

sidelite systems, as well as casing to tie 

the whole assembly together. But classic 

styling needn’t sacrifice modern security, 

accessibility needs, or energy performance. 

Come to us with your project requirements, 

and we will design and build doors that 

look great, feel fantastic, and check all  

 of your boxes.

YOUR STYLEchoose
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HISTORIC

Historic style doors are the perfect fit.  
Versatile's custom doors preserve and reflect the historic style of your space. Matching existing components  
is critical for a seamless integration, and this can only be achieved with full custom capabilities.

ABOVE (left to right) Historic storefont assemblies integrate 

design elements seen in masonry details; Art glass elevates 

the period styling in this highly decorative entrance.

BELOW (left to right) This entry at the  University of Portland's 

Dundon-Berchtold Hall features a gothic arch with heavy 

dimensional casing; At the historic WPA-era Timberline Lodge 

on Mount Hood, accessibility and durability go hand in hand 

in this ADA-compliant entryway that is built to withstand 

the harshest winter conditions; The Old Church Concert 

Hall, circa 1882, is a cultural hub in downtown Portland. Its 

Carpenter Gothic styling informs every detail.

OPPOSITE The Bosco-Milligan Foundation operates Portland’s 

Architectural Heritage Center. These ornate doors boast 

moldings and details seen throughout the façade.

Hans Ettlin

2/12/2019

S O D E R S T R O M A R C H I T E C T S
1200 NW Natio Parkway, Suite 410 Portland, Oregon 97209

NO EXCEPTION TAKEN
MAKE REVISIONS NOTED

REJECTED
REVISE AND RESUBMIT

This review is only for conformance with the design concept of the
Project and compliance with the general intent of the Contract
Documents. Contractor is responsible for dimensions to be confirmed
and correlated at the job site, for information that pertains to the
fabrication processes and to techniques of construction, and for
coordination of the work of all trades.

BY

DATE
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Timeless design and quality go  
hand in hand. Classic style resides between the more ornate 
historic styles and the streamlined simplicity of modern doors. Durable, 
elegant, and timeless, these doors lend a graceful air to your entry. Our 
custom capabilities allow you to incorporate classic door assemblies that 
suit your needs perfectly.

ABOVE (left to right) Divided lights and 

raised panel details are crafted in clear 

vertical grain fir. Simulated divided lights 

allow for maximum energy efficiency—

shadow bars contained within the insulated 

glass unit eliminate light peek-through. 

Versatile marries classic design with modern 

performance; This door pair for Bremik 

Construction uses clear vertical grain fir 

and features v-groove panels that were 

repeated in multiple assemblies throughout 

the converted firehouse.

OPPOSITE Classic, full-lite, stile-and-rail doors 

with stylish hardware strike the right note for 

popular restaurant, Ava Gene's.

CLASSIC
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Strong lines and simple details make a bold 
statement.  These are the hallmarks of modern design, and Versatile is fluent 
in this style. With pared down visual elements, smart lumber selection and precision 
joinery are paramount.

ABOVE (left to right) A simple full lite door draws you in to this unique building. Behind the 

art panels hide numerous direct glaze storefront windows as well. This modern residence 

features a stylish entryway with a bold horizontal element; obscured glass insulated units 

maximize the play between light and wood. A single clear sidelite allows just the right 

visibility while lending playful asymmetry. 

BELOW (left to right) A three panel lift and slide assembly allows plenty of fresh air and 

movement in this deluxe apartment complex common area; a dreamy poolhouse 

blurs the line between interior and exterior with dramatic sliding doors that open wide; 

this modern storefront assembly’s clean lines convey the warmth and character that 

aluminum lacks, while still maximizing daylight.

MODERN

OPPOSITE A large pivot door marries drama 

and simplicity, perfect for this tranquil retreat. 

Coordinating louver panels contribute privacy 

and warmth to the overall design.
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Though swing doors are everywhere, our 
swing doors are anything but common. We use best-quality solid brass butt 
hinges in a variety of finishes to ensure smooth operation. We can make a 
door slab that can be installed in an existing jamb, or we can prehang it for 
you in one of our solid wood jambs—not a finger joint in sight.

SWINGCARRIAGE

Nothing adds period elegance and 
functionality like a carriage door pair.  
These large, heavy doors require robust construction and sturdy 
hardware to stay true and square without a hint of sagging. Diagonal 
braces, rustic styling, and grooved panels are classic design elements. 
We can make your design to suit your needs with details like divided 
lite patterns, arched top rails, or applied hardware. 

Classic strap hardware 

completes the look.

Surface bolts and  

hinges ensure stability  

and smooth operation.

ABOVE (left to right) A swing door pair with 

a transom above makes a light, bright 

entrance. The recessed entry permits doors 

to swing out without encroaching on the 

sidewalk; A brass floor-mounted pivot hinge 

maintains door alignment; This Dutch door 

design was inspired by the client’s porthole 

glass. Our drafter collaborated with the client 

to develop this truly unique door.  

RIGHT Working with existing masonry openings 

in old buildings requires expertise to ensure 

a perfect fit. This wide door has panels for 

privacy, while the transom above allows light 

in this tall assembly.
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SLIDING DOORS

These systems allow even the heaviest door 
slabs to glide effortlessly out of the way. And 

unlike a folding door system, the door slabs don’t encroach on either side of 
the jamb when opened, maximizing usable floor space. Systems can tuck away 
to one side or be paired to meet in the middle and no need to worry about 
opening clearance when designing your interiors.Versatile believes in using the 
best materials and construction methods to produce truly custom doors built 
to last a lifetime. 

VERSATILE Wood Products

Folding doors maximize your opening, 
adding drama to your space. These doors tuck 

neatly away on a smooth track, and snugly close and latch when drawn 

closed. From two to up to eight panels per section (and two sections  

can meet in the middle), the free and clear space potential is unmatched 

with any other system.

ABOVE (left to right) Rich wood and lots of glass create 

a dramatic and inviting transition from indoors to 

outdoors; High quality hinges are designed specifically 

for a folding assembly; Oversized flush panels are clad  

in reclaimed wood for a rustic look.

RIGHT Folding systems allow for a wide, clear opening; 

Our crew skillfully completes hardware installation 

before glazing.

TOP; LEFT TO RIGHT

An apartment common 

area opens to a spacious 

patio; panel systems 

meet in the middle for an 

unbroken panorama of the 

Willamette Valley.

ECLIPSE LIFT & SLIDE
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Storefront ASSEMBLIESPIVOT

Put a spin on your slabs with pivot 
operation. Butt hinges aren’t suitable for all applications. 

Some heavier doors call for a pivot hinge that lands in the concrete 

below for extra stability and support…and sometimes you want to 

design a door with offset operation for an unexpected twist. With no 

visible hardware at the jamb edge, your modern design can be taken 

to the next level.

Versatile solutions extend beyond doors. Your 
entryway system wants a fully integrated design 
that involves more  than just your door and jamb. Transoms and sidelites 

with matching details contribute to a harmonious concept that can extend through the 

entire ground floor of your building. Storefront assemblies can include clerestory courses, 

large fixed window expanses, mull caps and casing, and panels—all with high performance 

insulated glass, integrated hardware solutions, and solid wood construction. For historic and 

classic architecture, nothing else will do. For modern buildings, the warmth of wood makes 

your design feel fresh, contemporary, and warm. 

ABOVE (left to right, top to 

bottom) Original antique cast iron 

columns and angled setbacks 

are distinctive features at this 

historic hotel;  Two historic register 

properties are merged into one 

boutique hotel with a welcoming 

suite of entries and storefront; 

Hospitality spaces are light and 

bright while maintaining the 

warmth of wood assemblies; a 

carriage house is transformed into 

a stylish dining hall.

BELOW A neighborhood favorite 

is dressed up with classic wood 

assemblies; This bright retail 

space looks fresh and timeless 

with painted wood throughout; 

Commercial entry hardware 

can be complex, and we have 

the expertise to design with your 

hardware package in mind.

ABOVE (left to right) Pivot hardware seen in a 

classic door assembly is elegant and operates 

smoothly; An offset pivot on this large full light 

door marries drama and simplicity, perfect for 

this tranquil spa retreat. Coordinating louver 

panels contribute privacy and warmth to the 

overall design. 
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Our mission invokes the materials and 
methods of craft tradition for a very good 
reason: these pieces were built to stand 
the test of time. When properly maintained, a well-built door 

can last hundreds of years. But proper maintenance eventually means repair, 

and these doors need the attention of artisans who understand them best. 

Whether repairing rot, shoring up old joinery, patching old hardware bores 

and mortices, or prepping for modern hardware, Versatile will use only 

the best methods to restore the beauty and function of your vintage doors. 

Versatile can help determine the best course of action to get your vintage door 

operating like new (only better).

RESTORATION

We honor the artisans  
who came before us,  
and the richness their  
work contributes to our 
urban environments.”
- ERICA WITBECK, Operations Manager

“
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The hinges and hardware are integral and an 
important part of every door. This is why our standard butt hinges 

are an authentic reproduction hinge sourced by local suppliers. These hinges have a loose 

pin with attached finial, slotted wood screws, and heavy duty 1/8” thick leaves - just like 

the originals. They’re made of solid extruded brass for high strength and durability, work 

for thicker interior or exterior doors, and are available in 7 finish options. If your design 

calls for something a little different, such as the concealed hinge (above right), Versatile 

will work with you to find the perfect solution.

Triple Lam Construction Some doors want more. Thick doors, tall doors, higher exposure 

doors—these can all benefit from extra strength and stability. A single, solid piece of wood isn’t always the best 

option. Gluing together three layers of solid wood (triple laminated, or triple lam) provides the best insurance against 

warping and bowing. Not all doors need it, but some require it. Our team will present you with your best options.

Sidelites and Transoms Bring 

drama and light to your door assembly. Single 

or in pairs, sidelites add design punch in large 

openings. Transoms add height, and can be 

operable for ventilation as well.

FINISHES (Left to right, top to 

bottom) Antique Brass, Polished 

Brass, Un-Laquered Brass, Polished 

Chrome, Polished Nickel, Satin 

Nickel, Oil-Rubbed Bronze (shown 

in picture to the left)

FEATURES 

Solid-Brass for Durability

Match any Decor with Nine Finish 

Options

Authentic Historic Design

Loose-Pin for Easy Install

Heavy-Duty Thickness 

DIMENSIONS

4” x 4” not including ball finials.  

Leaf thickness is 1/8”.

CUSTOM DOORS

HINGES SLIDING DOORSTRIPLE LAM CONSTRUCTION
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VISIBLE LIGHT 

Transmittance: 72%*  

external reflectance: 11%* 

internal reflectance: 12%*

FADE TRANSMISSION

UV = 0.16, ISO = 0.55*

U-FACTOR

Air fill: 0.31*, Argon fill: 0.25*

*Values may vary

Glass openings provide beautiful views and wonderful natural 
light; they can also account for up to 50% of the heating and 
cooling energy consumed in your home.  
We use  Cardinal LoE2 glass series because of its ability to handle all weather conditions. In the summer, your glass 
keeps your building cool and comfortable by rejecting the sun’s heat and damaging rays. In the winter, they help your 
building stay warm and cozy by blocking heat loss to the cold weather outside. In short, assemblies by Versatile save 
energy year around. We use locally assembled insulated glass units, and we can design any combination to your liking. 
If the ultimate low-e performance is desired, we can specify Cardinal LoĒ³-366—it  delivers the ideal balance of solar 
control and high visibility. If code (or comfort level) indicates tempered glass, any unit can be specified accordingly.  
We provide a number of obscured glass to address privacy concerns and design choices—cross-reeded, satin etched, and  
seedy are among the selections available to you.

Inside Glass And Outside Temperatures
The table below compares the room-side center of glass temperatures of different glass types against 
two different winter conditions.

Glass Performance
Cardinal LoĒ² glass is ideal for all weather conditions in most climates. In summer, it’s patented 
coating blocks 86% of the sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays and 63% of the sun’s heat. 

IG TYPE AND COATING

Single-pane, clear

-200F
VERY COLD OUTSIDE

00F 310F

370F

490F 

510F

580F

460F

520F

570F

600F

INSIDE TEMP INSIDE TEMP

200F
COLD OUTSIDE

OUTSIDE TEMP ºF

Double-pane, clear

LoĒ²-272/270 (air fill)

Ordinary low-e (air fill)

LoĒ²-272/270 (argon fill)

IG TYPE AND COATING

Single-pane, clear

TRANSMITTANCE
EXTERNAL

REFLECTANCE
INTERNAL

REFLECTANCE
UV

90% 90% 90%

82% 82% 82%

76% 76% 76%

72% 72% 72%

310F

510F

570F

INSIDE TEMP

VISIBLE LIGHT FADE

Double-pane, clear

Ordinary low-e (air fill)

LoĒ²-272

GLASS STANDARDS
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BEST PRACTICESfinishing

VERSATILE Wood Products

Versatile Wood Products recommends hiring a professional 
for all finishing of wood windows and doors. The quality of finish has 

a direct impact on the lifespan and operation of your product. Immediately following installation, all bare 

and primed wood windows and doors must have a top-quality finish applied to the wood surfaces. Periodic 

maintenance is required and will vary depending on exposure and products used. Our warranty may be voided 

if windows or doors are not stained or painted immediately following installation, and maintained on a 

reasonable, regular schedule.

Timeliness of painting or finishing wood surfaces is critical. After a unit is installed and has been exposed  

to weather and/or interior humidity, it can be difficult to dry the wood surface for good surface finish 

adhesion. Unfinished wood surfaces will discolor, deteriorate, swell, and may warp or split. If you purchased 

your units pre-primed from our shop, it is still necessary to apply the finish coat expediently according to 

these recommendations.

Wood is a natural product with inherent variation in texture, pattern, and grain. Some finishes may cause these 

differences to appear more pronounced. These variations are not considered defects. Raised grain is natural 

behavior and is not considered a defect. Additional sanding after priming or painting may be necessary. 

For more information, ask to see our full set of guidelines.

ABOVE 

Exposure must be 

considered when 

designing exterior 

wood doors. Our staff 

is here to help.
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